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THE DEFINING PROPERTIES OF THE KONTSEVICH UNORIENTED GRAPH
COMPLEX
NINA J. RUTTEN1),2) AND ARTHEMY V. KISELEV1),3)
Abstract. Consider the real vector space of formal sums of non-empty, finite unoriented
graphs without multiple edges and loops. Let the vertices of graphs be unlabelled but let
every graph γ be endowed with an ordered set of edges E(γ). Denote by Gra the vector
space of formal sums of graphs modulo the relation (γ1,E(γ1)) − sign(σ)(γ2,E(γ2)) = 0 for
topologically equal graphs γ1 and γ2 whose edge orderings differ by a permutation σ. The
zero class in Gra is represented by sums of graphs that cancel via the above relation. The
Lie bracket of graphs with ordered edge sets is defined using the insertion of a graph into
vertices of the other one. We give an explicit proof of the theorems which state that the
space Gra is a well-defined differential graded Lie algebra: both the Lie bracket [·, ·] and the
vertex-expanding differential d = [•−•, ·] respect the calculus modulo zero graphs.
Introduction. Consider the real vector space spanned by non-empty, not necessarily con-
nected finite unoriented graphs with unlabelled vertices and without multiple edges and loops.
Endow every such graph γ with an ordering of edges E(γ) = I ∧ II ∧ . . . ∧ #Edge(γ), and
introduce the relation, (
γ1,E(γ1)
)
= (−)σ
(
γ2,E(γ2)
)
, (1)
between topologically equal graphs γ1, γ2 whose edge orderings differ by a permutation
σ : Edge(γ1) 7→ Edge(γ2). Denote by Gra the quotient of the vector space of graphs at hand
modulo the above relation (cf. [5, 6] or [2]).
By definition, zero graphs represent the zero class in Gra, that is, the (formal sums of)
graphs which equal minus themselves under a symmetry that induces a parity-odd permuta-
tion of edges. For instance, the triangle with edges I, II, III admits a flip I ⇄ II, III ⇄ III;
the parity-odd cyclic permutation I 7→ II 7→ III 7→ IV 7→ I of consecutive edges is a
symmetry of the square. Hence these are zero graphs.
From [4] and references therein we recall that the bi-linear operation of insertion ◦i of a
graph γ1 into a graph γ2 yields the sum of graphs γ1 ◦i γ2 =
∑
v∈Vert(γ2)(γ1 −→ v in γ2) such
that the edges in a graph γ2 incident to a vertex v are redirected to vertices in γ1, each edge
running over the vertices of γ1 by its own Leibniz rule. By definition, for each term g in
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2 N. J. RUTTEN AND A.V.KISELEV
γ1 ◦i γ2, the edge ordering is E(g) := E(γ1) ∧ E(γ2). Now put (extending by linearity)
[γ1, γ2]
def
= γ1 ◦i γ2 − (−)
#Edge(γ1)·#Edge(γ2)γ2 ◦i γ1. (2)
Example 1. Let us remember that [•
1
−•, •
2
−•] = •
1
−•
2
−• + •
2
−•
1
−• − (−)1·1
(
•
2
−•
1
−• + •
1
−•
2
−•
)
= 4 ·
•−•−• = 0 ∈ Gra because the flip •
1
−•
2
−• 7→ •
2
−•
1
−• is a symmetry which induces the parity-odd
transposition of edges.
Claim. The bi-linear bracket [·, ·] is well defined on Gra because [zero graph, any graph] =
(sum of zero graphs) + 0 · (sum of graphs).
• The differential d(·) = [•−•, ·] is well defined on Gra because d(zero graph) = 0 ∈ Gra by
the above and d2(·) = 0 in the space of graphs.
• The graded Jacobi identity holds for the graded skew-symmetric bracket [·, ·] on Gra.
Consequently, the Lie bracket of d-cocycles is a d-cocycle as well.
Summarizing, the space Gra of graphs with unlabelled vertices and ordered sets of edges is
a differential graded Lie algebra (dgLa). By inspecting the formation of the respective right-
hand sides in the brackets like zero graph, ·], etc., we provide an explicit proof of the defining
properties for this dgLa structure.
The knowledge of cocycles in the Kontsevich unoriented graph complex (Gra, d) is impor-
tant because under the orientation morphism O~r, the d-cocycles on n vertices and 2n−2 edges
are mapped to the universal deformations of Poisson brackets on finite-dimensional affine
manifolds (see [5] or [2, 3, 4] and [1]). For example, the tetrahedron γ3 ∈ ker d from [5], as
well as the pentagon- and heptagon-wheel cocycles γ5, γ7 ∈ ker d are presented in [2] (see
also references therein). The Poisson structure symmetry which corresponds to γ5 is found
in [3, 4]. Likewise, the symmetry built from γ7 is reported in [1].
This paper is structured as follows. After recalling some definitions and notation, we il-
lustrate their work by proving the identity d2 = 0 for the vertex blow-up d = [• •, ·]. We
show that the right-hand side of the formula d2(γ) = 0 vanishes identically for any graphs γ,
i.e. not just being equal to a sum of zero graphs in Gra. (A proof of that weaker statement,
d2(γ) = 0 ∈ Gra, by using the Jacobi identity for the bracket [·, ·] is a corollary to Theorems 4
and 7.) The main fact by which the space Gra is well defined is Theorem 4 on p. 7 stating
that the bracket [γ–Z, ·] with a zero graph γ–Z vanishes in Gra. Its proof relies on the technique
of orbits for symmetry group action on vertices and edges of zero graphs. Finally, in Theo-
rem 7 we present the graded Jacobi identity (11) for [·, ·]; the right-hand side of (11) vanishes
identically through cancellations in the vector space of graphs. The Jacobi identity implies in
a standard way that the Lie bracket of two d-cocycles is a d-cocycle as well.
We follow the notation and conventions which are adopted in [4] (and in [2] where exam-
ples are given with practical calculations in the Kontsevich graph complex). We refer to [1]
or [6] for more details about the complex Gra (introduced in [5]).
Notation. A sum of graphs in the space Gra of formal sums of graphs consisting of one term
is called a single graph. By convention, a single graph γx has nx vertices and kx edges. Denote
by V(γx) the set of vertices, by E(γx) the set of edges, and by Xγx := V(γ
x) ⊔ E(γx) the set
of vertices and edges of a single graph γx. Unless stated otherwise, the wedge ordered set
of edges is given by E(γx) = I(x) ∧ II(x) ∧ · · · ∧ K(x); any arbitrarily chosen labelling of the
vertices is denoted by 1(x), 2(x), . . . , n(x)x . Let v be a vertex of a graph γ
x. We denote by N(v)
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the set of neighbouring vertices of v and by N¯(v) the set of edges attached to v. For a given
number n ∈ N ∪ {0} we denote by Πn(v) the set of all possible ordered partitions of the set
of incident edges N¯(v) into n disjoint sets (possibly, empty). Any element of Πn(v) is of the
form π = (S 1, S 2, · · · , S n) such that S 1 ⊔ S 2 ⊔ · · · ⊔ S n = N¯(v).
Now let us rephrase the definition of a symmetry of a graph in terms of the sets of edges
attached to a fixed vertex. (This construction is equivalent to the definition of a graph auto-
morphism.)
Definition 1. Let γ be a single graph in Gra. A symmetry of the graph γ is a permutation
σ : Xγ → Xγ such that σ(V(γ)) = V(γ) and σ(E(γ)) = E(γ) as sets, and such that σ(N¯(v)) =
N¯(σ(v)) for all vertices v of γ.
Notation. For a given symmetry σ of a single graph γ, we denote by σV : V(γ) → V(γ)
the permutation of vertices induced by σ. Likewise, we denote by σE : E(γ) → E(γ) the
permutation of edges induced by σ.
We recall from [2] that, by definition, the insertion ◦i of a sum of graphs into another sum
of graphs is linear with respect to both arguments. Therefore it suffices to define the insertion
of a single graph in Gra into another single graph in Gra.
Definition 2. Consider two single graphs γ1 and γ2 in Gra. The γ1-blow-up Bγ1(v) of a
vertex v in γ2 is the following sum of graphs:
Bγ1(v) :=
∑
π∈Πn1 (v)
γ2v,π,
where γ2v,π denotes the graph obtained from the graph γ
2 by replacing the vertex v in it by the
entire graph γ1 and where the incident edges N¯(v) are reattached to the vertices in the inserted
graph γ1 (via the correspondence given by a vertex labelling from γ1 and an ordered partition
π = (S 1, S 2, . . . , S n1) of the set of edges N¯(v) in γ
2). That is, for each vertex w in γ1, the
edges in the set S w in the partition π are reattached to the vertex w in the new graph γ
2
v,π. By
definition, the insertion γ1 ◦i γ
2 of a graph γ1 into a graph γ2 is the sum
γ1 ◦i γ
2 :=
∑
v∈γ2
Bγ1(v) =
∑
v∈γ2
∑
π∈Πn1 (v)
γ2v,π.
By convention, in every term of the sum γ1 ◦i γ
2, the edge ordering is E(γ1) ∧ E(γ2).
1. The differential on Gra
Definition 3. Let γ be a graph. The edges with a valency one vertex attached to them are
called leaves of the graph γ. Next, let γ be a sum of graphs in the space Gra. The graphs in
the sum d(γ) where the new edge • • appears as a leaf are leaved graphs.
By default, we shall consider not necessarily connected but always leafless, i.e. the ones
without leaves (cf. [5, 6].
Proposition 1. For any (sum of) single graphs γ ∈ Gra without leaves, the linear operator d
which acts by the formula
d(γ) := [• •, γ] = • • ◦i γ − (−)
#E(• •)#E(γ)γ ◦i • • (3)
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is a differential: d ◦ d = 0, where the right-hand side is the zero element of the vector space
of graphs.
Lemma 2. Let γ be a sum of leafless graphs in the space Gra. All leaved graphs in d(γ)
cancel.
Proof. Again, since d is linear it suffices to assert the statement for single graphs. We consider
the edge • • as the first graph. Denote by E(1) the edge in the graph • •, then the singleton
set E(• •) = E(1) is wedge ordered. We may introduce any labelling of vertices for the edge
graph • •; let it be 1(1), 2(1). Then the graph • • is represented by 1(1)•
E(1)•2(1).
Now let γ2 be a single graph in the space Gra. We can represent each blow-up Bγ2(i
(1)) of a
vertex i in • • by i(1) γ
2 • j(1), where j = 3 − i (the vertex other than i). Now the subtrahend,
(−)#E(• •)#E(γ
2)γ2 ◦i • • in equation (3) – applied to the graphs under study – is expressed as
follows:
(−)#E(• •)#E(γ
2)γ2 ◦i • • = (−)
k2
(
Bγ2(1
(1)) + Bγ2(2
(1))
)
= (−)k2 i(1) γ
2 • j(1) + (−)
k2
i(1)• γ
2
j(1)
.
It is clear that this sum consists only of leaved graphs. The edge ordering of all graphs in this
sum is given by I(2) ∧ II(2) ∧ · · ·∧K(2) ∧E(1). Note that graphs with exactly the same topology
appear in the minuend • • ◦i γ
2 of equation (3) as well. Namely, such are the graphs of the
form γ2
v,(N¯(v),∅)
and γ2
v,(∅,N¯(v))
, all with the edge ordering E(1)∧ I(2)∧ II(2)∧· · ·∧K(2). We remark
that in the minuend, there appear no leaved graphs other than these, and that
(−)k2 I(2) ∧ II(2) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2) ∧ E(1) = (−)k2(−)k2E(1) ∧ I(2) ∧ II(2) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)
= E(1) ∧ I(2) ∧ II(2) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2).
For all the leaved graphs appearing in the differential d(γ2), see equation (3), we obtain∑
v∈γ2
(γ2
v,(N¯(v),∅)
+ γ2
v,(∅,N¯(v))
) − (−)k2(−)k2
∑
v∈γ2
(γ2
v,(N¯(v),∅)
+ γ2
v,(∅,N¯(v))
) = 0.
This shows that all the leaved graphs cancel in d(γ2). 
Corollary 3. The differential d applied to a single graph γ ∈ Gra without leaves is equal to
d(γ) =
∑
v∈V(γ)
∑
π∈Π˜2(v)
γv,π,
where Π˜2(v) is the set of ordered partitions of N¯(v) into two non-empty sets.
For the proof of Proposition 1 it is convenient to make a distinction between the two kinds
of graphs that can appear in the sum d◦d(γ) obtained by applying the composition of operators
d ◦ d to a single graph γ in Gra.
Definition 4. Let γ2 be a single graph in Gra and let v be one of its vertices. Let γ2v,π be a
graph appearing in the edge-blow-up B• •(v) of v, that is, in a sum of graphs that contributes
to d(γ). We introduce the new labellings 1(0)•
E(0)•2(0) for the vertices and edges of the edge • •
that is inserted when we apply the differential d for the second time, so that we can distinguish
it from the edge that was inserted firstly. (We choose the zero labellings because it induces
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a natural order of labellings in the edge ordering of any graph γ in d ◦ d(γ2), namely E(γ) =
E(0) ∧ E(1) ∧ I(2) ∧ II(2) · · · ∧ K(2).)
We say that graphs in the sum d ◦ d(γ(2)) where the second edge-blow-up is applied to an
old vertex w in γ2v,π (i.e. neither of the vertices 1
(1) or 2(1)) are distant blown-up graphs. These
graphs are of the form (γ2v,π)w,τ, where π = (S 1, S 2) ∈ Π˜2(v) and τ = (T1, T2) ∈ Π˜2(w).
In turn, we say that graphs in the sum d◦d(γ(2)), where the second edge-blow-up is applied
to one of the two new vertices, 1(1) or 2(1) in γ2v,π, are nested blown-up graphs. These graphs are
of the form (γ2v,π)i(1),τ, for i = 1 or i = 2, where π = (S 1, S 2) ∈ Π˜2(v) and τ = (T1, T2) ∈ Π˜2(i
(1)).
Now we have the tools to prove Proposition 1.
Proof of Proposition 1. It suffices to verify the claim for single graphs in Gra and for the
realization of d as given in Corollary 3. In order to prove that d ◦ d(γ) vanishes for any single
graph γ ∈ Gra, we show first that all distant blown-up graphs cancel in d ◦ d(γ), and second,
that all nested blown-up graphs cancel in d ◦ d(γ). Let γ2 be a single graph in the space Gra
and consider the sum d ◦ d(γ2). Let γa := (γ2v,π)w,τ be a distant blown-up graph in this sum.
Here a vertex v is blown up first and a vertex w is blown up second, so γa is obtained in the
sum d(B• •(v)). Then locally, near the newly inserted edges, the graph γ
a looks as follows
A
1(1)
•
E(1)
• B
2(1)
C
1(0)
•
E(0)
• D
2(0)
,
where the sets A, B, C, D next to the vertices are the sets of edges attached to the respective
vertices: by the definition of a blow-up we have that A ∪ B = N¯(v) and C ∪ D = N¯(w). (Note
that the sets N¯(v) and N¯(w) intersect if and only if the vertices v and w are neighbours in the
graph γ2.)
We pair the graph γa = (γ2v,π)w,τ with the graph (γ
2
w,τ)v,π =: γ
b in d(B• •(w)). Locally, near
the inserted edges, the graph γb looks like this:
A
1(0)
•
E(0)
• B
2(0)
C
1(1)
•
E(1)
• D
2(1)
.
Note that a distant blown-up graph is matched with precisely one other distant blown-up
graph via this pairing,1 and the set of all blow-ups is a disjoint union of such pairs.
Since the labelling of vertices can be chosen arbitrarily, the graphs γa and γb are topo-
logically equal. Specifically, they are equal under the matching of edges: E(0)(a) = E(1)(b),
E(1)(a) = E(0)(b), and #(2)(a) = #(2)(b) for all other edges #(2)(a) of γa and #(2)(b) of γb (since the
sets A, B, C, D are fixed). Then the wedge ordered set of edges E(γa) of γa satisfies the
equality
E(γa) = E(0)(a) ∧ E(1)(a) ∧ I(2)(a) ∧ II(2)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(a)
= E(1)(b) ∧ E(0)(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= −E(0)(b) ∧ E(1)(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= −E(γb).
1 The graphs γa and γb appear in sets of four in d ◦ d(γ2). Namely, the edges can both be inserted in two
ways – still producing exactly the same graph – by exchanging the roles of vertex 1(i) and 2(i) for i = 0, 1, that
is, by swapping the set A with the set B (for i = 1) and swapping the set C with the set D (for i = 0).
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Hence the graph γa is cancelled by the graph γb. All distant blown-up graphs thus cancel
in d ◦ d(γ2).
Let γc := (γ2v,π)i(1),τ be a nested blown-up graph in the sum d ◦ d(γ
2), for i = 1 or i = 2.
Here a vertex v is blown up first and the vertex i(1), produced by the first blow up, is blown
up second. Without loss of generality, say i = 1. Then the graph γc is obtained in the sum
d(B• •(v)). Locally, near the newly inserted edges, the graph γ
c looks as follows:
A
1(0)
•
E(0)B
2(0)
•
E(1)
• C
2(1)
,
where the sets A, B, C next to the vertices are the sets of edges attached to the respective
vertices. By the definition of a blow-up we have that
N¯(v) = A⊔B⊔C, N¯(1(0)) = A⊔{2(0)}, N¯(2(0)) = B⊔{1(0), 2(1)}, N¯(2(1)) = C⊔{2(0)}.
We can rewrite the ordered partitions π and τ as
π = (A ⊔ B,C) and τ = (A, B ⊔ {E(1)}).
Now we pair the graph γc = (γ2v,π)i(1),τ with the graph γ
d =: (γ2v,π′)2(1),τ′ , where the ordered
partitions are given by
π′ = (A, B ⊔C) and τ′ = ({E(1)} ⊔ B,C).
Locally, near the inserted edges, the graph γb looks as follows,
A
1(1)
•
E(1)B
1(0)
•
E(0)
• C
2(0)
.
Since the labelling of vertices can be chosen arbitrarily, the graphs γc and γd are topologically
equal under the matching of edges: E(0)(c) = E(1)(d), E(1)(c) = E(0)(d), and #(2)(c) = #(2)(d) for all
other edges #(2)(c) of γc and #(2)(d) of γd (since the sets A, B, C are fixed). Then the wedge
ordered set of edges E(γc) of γc satisfies the equality similar to the one we have seen before,
E(γc) = E(0)(c) ∧ E(1)(c) ∧ I(2)(c) ∧ II(2)(c) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(c)
= E(1)(d) ∧ E(0)(d) ∧ I(2)(d) ∧ II(2)(d) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(d)
= −E(0)(d) ∧ E(1)(d) ∧ I(2)(d) ∧ II(2)(d) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(d)
= −E(γd).
Hence the graph γc is cancelled by the graph γd. Thus all nested blown-up graphs cancel
in d ◦ d(γ2). The proof is complete. 
2. The bracket with a zero graph
We begin with recalling necessary properties of group actions.
Remark 1. Let γ ∈ Gra be a zero graph, i.e. it suppose has a symmetry given by a permu-
tation σ of vertices and edges that induces a parity odd permutation of edges. Since the
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permutation σ acts2 on the set Xγ of vertices and edges of the graph γ, it acts
3 naturally on the
power set P(Xγ) of Xγ, namely as follows: σ(S ) = {σ(s) : s ∈ S } for S ∈ P(Xγ). Hence σ acts
naturally on any finite product space of the power set P(Xγ): indeed, σ
(
(S 1,S 2,· · · ,S n)
)
=
(σ(S 1),σ(S 2),· · · ,σ(S n)) for (S 1,S 2,· · · ,S n)) ∈ P(Xγ) × · · · × P(Xγ). This enables us to speak
of the orbit O(S 1,S 2,··· ,S n) of an ordered set (S 1,S 2,· · · ,S n) ∈ P(Xγ) × · · · × P(Xγ).
Theorem 4. Let γ–Z and γ2 be formal sums of graphs in Gra and let γ–Z be a sum of zero
graphs. Then the Lie bracket [γ–Z, γ2] vanishes in Gra.
Proof. By linearity of the Lie bracket, it suffices to show the statement for sums of graphs
consisting of one term. Let γ–Z and γ2 be single graphs in the space Gra. Let γ–Z be a zero
graph. Then this graph has a symmetry, a permutation σ of edges and vertices that induces a
parity-odd permutation σE of edges. The Lie bracket of γ
–Z and γ2 can be expressed in terms
of blow-ups:
[γ–Z , γ2] = γ–Z ◦i γ
2 − (−)#E(γ
–Z )#E(γ2)γ2 ◦i γ
–Z =
∑
v∈V(γ2)
Bγ–Z (v) − (−)
kzk2
∑
v∈V(γ–Z )
Bγ2(v). (4)
Part 1. Let us prove that the subtrahend (−)#E(γ
–Z )#E(γ2)
∑
v∈V(γ–Z ) Bγ2(v) is equal to zero in Gra.
Let v1, v2 be vertices in the graph γ
–Z and denote by Ov1 and Ov2 their respective orbits
under σV . It is standard that if two orbits Ov1 and Ov2 intersect, then they coincide. Denote
by O–Z the set of all orbits of vertices in γ–Z under σV . Note that the set V(γ
–Z) of vertices in γ–Z
is equal to the disjoint union of orbits in O–Z. Then we can rewrite the subtrahend in equation
(4) as follows,
(−)kzk2
∑
v∈V(γ–Z )
Bγ2(v) = (−)
kzk2
∑
O∈O–Z
∑
v∈O
Bγ2(v).
Hence, in order to show that the subtrahend vanishes, it suffices to show that for each orbitO ∈
O–Z the sum of γ2-blow-ups
∑
v∈O Bγ2(v) is equal to zero in the space Gra. Let O ∈ O
–Z be the
orbit of a vertex under σV ; denote by ℓ the length of this orbit. Let v◦ be a vertex in the
orbit O. Then O can be seen as the orbit Ov◦ of v◦. We can rewrite and expand the sum of
γ2-blow-ups in the following way,
∑
v∈O
Bγ2(v) =
ℓ−1∑
i=0
Bγ2(σ
i(v◦)) =
ℓ−1∑
i=0
∑
π∈Πn2 (σ
i(v◦))
γ–Z
σi(v◦),π
. (5)
By the definition of a symmetry and by the properties of orbits we have that Πn2(σ
i(v◦)) =
{σi(π) : π ∈ Πn2(v◦)}, where σ acts on the ordered set π like it does on ordered sets in
Remark 1. Using this, we rewrite equation (5) once again:
∑
v∈O
Bγ2(v) =
ℓ−1∑
i=0
∑
π∈Πn2 (σ
i(v◦))
γ–Z
σi(v◦),π
=
∑
π∈Πn2 (v◦)
ℓ−1∑
i=0
γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π)
. (6)
2Any permutation σ that defines a symmetry of a graph γ acts on the space Xγ of vertices and edges in a
particular way: vertices are sent to vertices and edges are sent to edges. Hence we could also consider σ acting
on the product space V(γ) × E(γ) of the sets of vertices and edges.
3A permutation σ acts here on the power set P(Xγ) in the sense that the power set P(Xγ) itself stays invariant
under σ, not the individual elements of the power set. In turn, the permutation σ acts on the product set
P(Xγ) × · · · × P(Xγ) in the sense that this product set is invariant under σ, not the elements of the product set.
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In order to show that the right hand side of the above equation vanishes, it suffices to show
that
ℓ−1∑
i=0
γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π)
= 0, (7)
for all π ∈ Πn2(v◦). Let π◦ := (S 1, S 2, · · · , S n2) be an ordered partition in Πn2(v◦). Consider
two consecutive terms γ–Zv◦,π◦ =: γ
a and γ–Zσ(v)◦,σ(π◦) =: γ
b in the above sum. By definition of a
symmetry we have that γa is topologically equal to γb under the matching of edges I(z)(a) =
σE(I
(–Z))(b), II(z)(a) = σE(II
(–Z))(b), . . . , K(z)(a) = σE(K
(–Z))(b) and I(2)(a) = I(2)(b), II(2)(a) = II(2)(b),
. . . , K(2)(a) = K(2)(b). Since σE is a parity-odd permutation, the wedge ordered set of edges
of γa satisfies the chain of equalities
E(γa) = I(z)(a) ∧ II(z)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(z)(a) ∧ I(2)(a) ∧ II(2)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(a)
= σE(I
(–Z))(b) ∧ σE(II
(–Z))(b) ∧ · · · ∧ σE(K
(–Z))(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= −I(z)(b) ∧ II(z)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(z)(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= −E(γb).
Therefore, γ–Zv◦,π◦ = γ
a = −γb = −γ–Zσ(v◦),σ(π◦). Since v◦ ∈ O is chosen arbitrarily and since the
elements in O can be written as σi(v◦) for 0 6 i < ℓ, it follows that
γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π◦)
= −γ–Z
σi+1(v◦),σi+1(π◦)
. (8)
Assume ℓ is even. Let us make a (disjoint) pairing of all graphs in equation (7) and show
that all pairs cancel. Specifically, we pair all graphs in Eq. (7) as follows: γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π◦)
is paired
with γ–Z
σi+1(v◦),σi+1(π◦)
for i = 0,2,4,. . . ,ℓ − 2. All these pairs cancel by (8), so
∑
v∈O Bγ2(v) = 0.
Assume ℓ is odd. Now we cannot organize all graphs in disjoint cancelling pairs since the
sum (7) consists of an odd number of terms. Let us rewrite equation (6) in such a way that we
sum over the orbits of ordered sets. If the orbits have even length, we can organize the graphs
into cancelling pairs again, as in the above case. If the orbits have odd length, the graphs turn
out to be zero graphs.
In (6), σ determines a parity-odd permutation of edges, and σℓ(v◦) = v◦ for a given ver-
tex v◦. Now consider the orbit Oπcirc of an ordered partition πcirc of edges incident to v◦
under the permutation σℓ; denote by ℓπ◦ the length of Oπcirc. Also, denote by λ the length of
the orbit O(v◦ ,π◦) of the ordered set (v◦, π◦) := ({v◦}, S 1, S 2, · · · , S n2), see Remark 1 on p. 6
above. Note that ℓπ◦ = λ/ℓ. Indeed, λ is a multiple of ℓ since one must have σ
λ(v◦) = v◦ in
order to have that σλ((v◦, π◦)) = (v◦, π◦).
First, assume λ is odd. Then we claim that γ–Zv◦,π◦ is a zero graph. Namely,
γ–Zv◦,π◦ = γ
–Z
σλ(v◦),σλ(π◦)
= −γ–Zv◦ ,π◦,
where the second equality follows from equation (8).
Now assume λ is even. Then λ/ℓ = ℓπ◦ is even. Denote by O˜
–Z(v′) the set of orbits
– under σ – of ordered sets of the form ({v′},S ′
1
,S ′
2
,· · · ,S ′n2), where v
′ ∈ V(γ–Z) and π′ :=
(S 1,S 2,· · · ,S n2) ∈ Πn2(v
′). Let us rewrite
∑
v∈O Bγ2(v) again, this time by summing over the
disjoint orbits of the pairs (v0, π) under σ, that is, summing over the elements in O˜
–Z(v◦).
(These orbits can be longer than the orbit Ov◦ of v◦ since the orbit of an ordered partition π
can be longer.) By the definition of a symmetry and by the properties of orbits of ordered sets
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(see Remark 1) we have that
{(σi(v◦), σ
i(π)) : π ∈ Πn2(v◦), i = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ − 1}
= {(σi(v◦), σ
i(π)) : O(v◦ ,π) ∈ O˜
–Z(v◦), i = 1, 2, . . . , λ(v◦, π) − 1},
where λ(v◦, π) is the length of the (long) orbit O(v◦ ,π) of the ordered set (v◦, π). Now rewrite
equation (6) as
∑
v∈O
Bγ2(v) =
∑
π∈Πn2 (v◦)
ℓ−1∑
i=0
γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π)
=
∑
O(v◦,π)∈O˜
–Z(v◦)
λ(v◦ ,π)−1∑
i=0
γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π)
.
In order to show that the above sum vanishes, it suffices to show that for every orbit O(v◦,π) ∈
O˜–Z(v◦) the sum
λ(v◦,π)−1∑
i=0
γ–Z
σi(v◦),σi(π)
is equal to zero. Let O(v◦ ,π◦) ∈ O˜
–Z(v◦). Again by the definition of a symmetry and by the
properties of orbits of ordered sets we have
O(v◦ ,π◦) = {(σ
i(v◦), σ
i(π)) : i = 0, 1, . . . , λ(v◦, π) − 1}
=
⊔
06 j<ℓ
{(σ j+iℓ(v◦), σ
j+iℓ(π◦)) : i = 0, 1, . . . ,
λ(v◦, π◦)
ℓ
− 1}.
Now it suffices to show that, for all 0 6 j < ℓ, the sum
−1+λ(v◦ ,π◦)/ℓ∑
i=0
γ–Z
σ j+iℓ(v◦),σ j+iℓ(π◦)
vanishes. Since ℓ is odd, by equation (8) we have that γ–Zv◦,π◦ = −γ
–Z
σℓ(v◦),σℓ(π◦)
. Since λ/ℓ is even,
we can pair γ–Zv◦,π◦ with γ
–Z
σℓ(v◦),σℓ(π◦)
for i = 0, 2, 4, . . . , (λ/ℓ) − 2. All pairs are disjoint and
cancel, so
∑
v∈O Bγ2(v) = 0 and the subtrahend vanishes.
Part 2. What is left to prove is that the minuend in equation (4),∑
v∈V(γ2)
Bγ–Z (v) =
∑
v∈V(γ2)
∑
π∈Πn–Z (v)
γ2v,π,
is equal to zero in Gra. It suffices to show that the sum
∑
π∈Πn–Z (v)
γ2v◦,π is zero in Gra for any
fixed vertex v◦ ∈ V(γ). Denote byO
Πn–Z (v◦) the set of all orbits of ordered partitions in Πn–Z (v◦).
Then ∑
π∈Πn–Z (v)
γ2v◦,π =
∑
O∈OΠn–Z (v◦)
∑
π∈O
γ2v◦,π.
Hence it suffices to show that
∑
π∈O γ
2
v◦,π
is equal to zero in Gra for any fixed orbitO inOΠn–Z (v◦).
Take O◦ in O
Πn–Z (v◦) and let π◦ ∈ O◦. The orbit O◦ can be seen as the orbit Oπ◦ of π◦, and
∑
π∈O
γ2v◦,π =
ℓπ◦−1∑
i=0
γ2
v◦,σi(π◦)
, (9)
where ℓπ◦ is the length of the orbit Oπ◦.
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Assume ℓπ◦ is even. Consider γ
2
v◦,π◦
=: γa and γ2
v◦,σ(π◦)
=: γb. The graphs γa and γb are
topologically equal under the matching of edges: I(–Z)(b) = σ(I(–Z)(a)), II(–Z)(b) = σ(II(–Z)(a)), . . .,
K(–Z)(b) = σ(K(–Z)(a)) and #(2)(b) = #(2)(a) for all other respective edges in γb and γa. The edge
ordering of γb satisfies the equalities
E(γb) = I(–Z)(b) ∧ II(–Z)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(–Z)(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= σ(I(–Z))(a) ∧ σ(II(–Z))(a) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(K(–Z))(a) ∧ I(2)(a) ∧ II(2)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(a)
= −I(
–Z)(a) ∧ II(
–Z)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(
–Z)(a) ∧ I(2)(a) ∧ II(2)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(a)
= −E(γa).
Hence γ2v◦,π◦ = γ
a = −γb = −γ2
v◦ ,σ(π◦)
. Since the elements in O can be written as σi(π◦) for
0 6 i < ℓπ◦ , we have that
γ2
v◦,σi(π◦)
= −γ2
v◦,σi+1(π◦)
(10)
for all i = 0,. . .,ℓπ◦ − 2. From the assumption that ℓπ◦ is even it follows that one can make a
disjoint paring of all graphs in the right-hand side of equation (9) such that all pairs cancel by
equation (10).
Assume that ℓπ◦ is odd. Then the graph γ
2
v◦,π◦
=: γa is topologically equal to itself via
the following matching of edges: I(–Z)(a) = σℓπ◦ (I(–Z)(b)), II(–Z)(a) = σℓπ◦ (II(–Z)(b)), . . ., K(–Z)(a) =
σℓπ◦ (K(–Z)(b)) and #(2)(a) = #(2)(b) for all other respective edges in γa and γb := γ2
v◦,σ
ℓπ◦
(π◦). The
permutation σℓπ◦ indeed satisfies σℓπ◦ (N¯(v)) = N¯(σℓπ◦ (v)) since the newly attached vertices
stay invariant, therefore it defines a symmetry. The edge ordering of γb satisfies the chain of
equalities
E(γa) = I(–Z)(a) ∧ II(–Z)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(–Z)(a) ∧ I(2)(a) ∧ II(2)(a) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(a)
= σℓπ◦ (I(–Z))(b) ∧ σℓπ◦ (II(–Z))(b) ∧ · · · ∧ σℓπ◦ (K(–Z))(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= −I(
–Z)(b) ∧ II(
–Z)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(
–Z)(b) ∧ I(2)(b) ∧ II(2)(b) ∧ · · · ∧ K(2)(b)
= −E(γb),
where the minus sign follows from the assumption that ℓπ◦ is odd. Then we have about the
graphs that γ2v◦,π◦ = γ
a = −γb = −γ2
v◦,σ
ℓπ◦ (π◦)
, hence γ2v◦,π is a zero graph. Since v◦ is chosen
arbitrarily, all graphs in the sum
∑
π∈O γ
2
v◦,π
are zero graphs, so this sum is equal to zero.
It follows that the minuend vanishes (since it is equal to a sum of zero graphs and/or graphs
with a vanishing coefficient) and the statement follows. 
Corollary 5. For any zero graph γ–Z, its differential d(γ–Z) = [• •, γ–Z] vanishes in Gra.
This proposition is a special case of Theorem 4: namely, where γ2 = ±• • and the set
of ordered partitions Π is restricted to the subset Π¯ of ordered partitions without empty
components. (We recall that by Lemma 2, the leaved graphs cancel out.) The fact that
d(γ–Z) = 0 ∈ Gra, i.e. that after all the cancellations (see the above proof of Theorem 4) the
differential of a zero graph γ–Z is a sum of zero graphs, can also be seen directly as follows.
Sketch of the proof. Let σ be a symmetry of a zero graph γ–Z such that γ–Z + σ(γ–Z) = 0 in the
vector space of graphs with ordered edge sets. Then 0 = d(0) = d
(
γ–Z + σ(γ–Z)
)
= d(γ–Z) +
d
(
σ(γ–Z)
)
= d(γ–Z) + σ′
(
d(γ–Z)
)
, where the permutations σ′ act on the old edges from γ–Z and
map the newly inserted edges • • to the new edges (brought in by the vertex blow-ups in d).
Because the left- and right-hand sides of the equality d(γ–Z) = −σ′
(
d(γ–Z)
)
contains the sums
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of topologically isomorphic graphs (one in the l.-h.s. versus one in the r.-h.s.), the sum of
graphs d(γ–Z) is equal to minus itself, whence the assertion. 
3. The graded Jacobi identity
Lemma 6. The bracket [·, ·] is graded skew-symmetric, i.e. for any graphs γ1, γ2 ∈ Gra on k1
and k2 vertices, respectively, we have that [γ
2, γ1] = −(−)k1k2[γ1, γ2]. (This is clear from (2).)
Theorem 7. The bracket [·, ·] on the space Gra satisfies the graded Jacobi identity:
Jac(γ1, γ2, γ3) := [[γ1, γ2], γ3] + (−)k1k2+k1k3[[γ2, γ3], γ1] + (−)k1k3+k2k3[[γ3, γ1], γ2] = 0, (11)
for any graphs γ1, γ2, γ3 on k1, k2, and k3 vertices, respectively.
Moreover, the left-hand side of identity (11) equals zero viewed as an element of the vector
space of formal sums of graphs (i.e. the space without relation (1)).
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. We show first that all the graphs obtained in (11)
by applying a repeated insertion of any graphs into γ3 cancel out. Secondly, we prove that
the left-hand side of (11) is graded skew symmetric w.r.t. a permutations σ ∈ S 3 of the
arguments γ1, γ2, γ3.
Part 1. We have that
[[γ1, γ2], γ3] + (−)k1k2+k1k3[[γ2, γ3], γ1] + (−)k1k3+k2k3[[γ3, γ1], γ2]
= [[γ1, γ2], γ3] − (−)k1k2+k1k3+k1(k2+k3)[γ1, [γ2, γ3]] + (−)k1k3+k2k3+k1k3+k2(k1+k3)[γ2, [γ1, γ3]]
= [[γ1, γ2], γ3] − [γ1, [γ2, γ3]] + (−)2(k1k3+k2k3)+k1k2[γ2, [γ1, γ3]].
If we restrict ourselves to the graphs obtained by applying twice an insertion of the graphs
into γ3, we obtain
(γ1 ◦i γ
2) ◦i γ
3︸           ︷︷           ︸
a1
− (γ2 ◦i γ
1) ◦i γ
3︸           ︷︷           ︸
b1
− γ1 ◦i (γ
2 ◦i γ
3)︸           ︷︷           ︸
a2
−
(
γ1◦i
γ2◦i
γ3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1
+ (−)2(k1k2+k1k3+k2k3)(γ2 ◦i γ
1) ◦i γ
3︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸
b2
+ (−)2(k1k2+k1k3+k2k3)
(
γ1◦i
γ2◦i
γ3
)
︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
c2
,
where each graph is multiplied by the factor that corresponds to the change of edge ordering
into E(γ1)∧E(γ2)∧E(γ3). Here
(
γ1◦i
γ2◦i
γ3
)
equals the sum of those graphs present in γ1◦i(γ
2◦iγ
3)
where γ1 is inserted into a vertex of γ2 ◦i γ
3 that initially belonged to γ3 (and not to γ2). Note
that in part c2 we replaced
(
γ2◦i
γ1◦i
γ3
)
by (−)k1k2
(
γ1◦i
γ2◦i
γ3
)
, where the graded sign appears due to the
edge ordering. We see that a1 cancels with a2, b1 cancels with b2, and c1 cancels with c2, so
the formal sum of these graphs equals zero.
Part 2. It suffices to verify the skew symmetry of the left-hand side in the graded iden-
tity (11) for any two generators of the group S 3. We choose the two-cycles (12) and (23) as
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its generators. For the transposition σ = (12) we have that
Jac(γ2, γ1, γ3) = [[γ2, γ1], γ3] + (−)k2k1+k2k3[[γ1, γ3], γ2] + (−)k2k3+k1k3[[γ3, γ2], γ1]
= −(−)k1k2[[γ1, γ2], γ3] − (−)k1k2+k1k3+k2k3[[γ3, γ1], γ2] − (−)2k2k3+k1k3[[γ2, γ3], γ1]
= −(−)k1k2
(
[[γ1, γ2], γ3] + (−)k1k2+k1k3[[γ2, γ3], γ1] + (−)k1k3+k2k3[[γ3, γ1], γ2]
)
= −(−)k1k2 Jac(γ1, γ2, γ3).
We see that ǫ(σ) = (−)σ · (−)#E(γ
1)·#E(γ2) is the Koszul sign of the transposition σ = (12) of
two homogeneous graded objects γ1 and γ2 (of gradings k1 and k2, respectively). Likewise,
for σ = (23) we have that
Jac(γ1, γ3, γ2) = [[γ1, γ3], γ2] + (−)k1k3+k1k2[[γ3, γ2], γ1] + (−)k1k2+k2k3[[γ2, γ1], γ3]
= −(−)k1k3[[γ3, γ1], γ2] − (−)k1k2+k1k3+k2k3[[γ2, γ3], γ1] − (−)2k1k2+k2k3[[γ1, γ2], γ3]
= −(−)k2k3
(
[[γ1, γ2], γ3] + (−)k1k2+k1k3[[γ2, γ3], γ1] + (−)k1k3+k2k3[[γ3, γ1], γ2]
)
= −(−)k2k3 Jac(γ1, γ2, γ3).
In conclusion, Jac
(
γσ(1), γσ(2), γσ(3)
)
= ǫ(σ)·Jac(γ1, γ2, γ3) with respect to the Koszul sign ǫ(σ)
of any permutation σ ∈ S 3 of the graded objects. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 8 (d2 vanishes). Let γ be a single graph on k edges. Then d2(γ) = 0 ∈ Gra.
Proof. Indeed, let γ1 := • • and γ2 := • • in the Jacobi identity (11), whence
[[• •, • •], γ] + (−)1·1+1·k[[• •, γ], • •] + (−)1·k+1·k[[γ, • •], • •]
= [[• •, • •], γ] − (−)2(k+1)[• •, [• •, γ]] + (−)2k+1[• •, [• •, γ]] = 0,
so that d2(γ) = 1
2
[[• •, • •], γ]. Because [• •, • •] is a zero graph (see Example 1 on p. 2), the
claim is proved. 
Corollary 9. Let γ1 and γ2 be –without loss of generality, homogeneous with respect to the
number of edges – d-cocycles. Then their Lie bracket [γ1, γ2] is a d-cocycle as well.
Proof. We have that ±d
(
[γ1, γ2]
)
= ±[d(γ1), γ2] ± [d(γ2), γ1] = 0 ∈ Gra by Theorem 4.
One proceeds now by linearity over the grading-homogeneous components in each cocy-
cle γ1, γ2 ∈ ker d. 
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